Y-GUIDES
FIRST YEAR AWARD

FIRST YEAR AWARD
Dad and child will be awarded an Eagle Feather at Spring Long House for each first year completed requirement.

RED >> Know and repeat at a tribe meeting all the real and Y-Guides names of each Dad and child in attendance.

BLUE >> Repeat all six parts of the Y-Guides Aims before the tribe individually.

DARK GREEN >> Complete three handicraft projects with dad. These can be completed over a period of time. The projects will be presented to the tribe upon completion. The three do not have to be presented at the same meeting.

YELLOW >> Complete a 1-mile hike with dad. This can be a tribe outing. A report should be made at a tribe meeting of interesting things observed.

BLACK >> One overnight camping trip with dad or a Longhouse.

ORANGE >> Arrange a night off for mom. Dad and child will plan, purchase, cook and serve dinner. Mom is not allowed in kitchen. After serving dinner, Dad and child will do the dishes.

PURPLE >> Dad and child must recite the Y-Guides pledge.

WHITE >> Dad and child must attend together church or worship service four times.

LIGHT GREEN >> Dad and child discuss what honesty, caring, respect, responsibility, faith mean, and discuss ways that dad and child can demonstrate these qualities.

TURQUOISE >> Have lunch with your child at school twice during the year.